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The Pioneers
Summer Fair at CSB
Editor’s Column
This year, the Summer Fair was incredible. Firstly, we walked through the courtyard filled
with stalls showcasing traditional food, from Chinese, to Lebanese, to American. In the tent,
we were welcomed with a variety of games, but you could also enjoy the display of talent offered by Lower School, Middle School, and High School students. We also had the pleasure
to witness two professional dance teams (traditional Romanian dance and street dance).
It was a great success!

Iulia N. Y6
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Crazy Hair Day
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Each year, our school celebrates the International
Happiness Day by having a
Crazy Hair Day.
Students dye their hair in a
variety of different colours,
or style it in many amusing
ways in an attempt to draw a
smile to the faces of their
teachers and peers.
Bogdan T Y6

Interview Victor T. Y7B
1.Did you enjoy the trip to Sabis sports Tournament- Bahrain? -Yes.
2.What was your favourite part of the trip? -The sportsmanship and getting to compete.
3.Did you make new friends? Yes, NIA (Azerbaijan team).
4.What place did you win? -As a team, we did not win anything, but we managed to get in the finals with swimming unfortunately athletics got last place.
5.What games did you compete in? -The 400-meter
sprint, under 16.
6.What moral did you learn from this trip? From this trip,
I have learnt many things, including the fact that interaction with students from different countries/educational
systems helps mold a strong opinion regarding other cultures. Secondly, the experience of interacting with your
fellow team members is by no doubt extremely beneficial
for any student. Lastly, the moral which is most relevant
to our team is that it is not always about winning, for we
didn’t win anything.
Fatima Y6

Health Day

Here at CSB we put our students’ and staff’s health before anything else. To do this, we organised multiple
competitions between staff and students, and multiple
Red Cross trainings. Bogdan Y6
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Pop-up Art
Art Gallery: CSB
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Health Facts



Cold temperatures can
be good for your
health.



If
L;you are tired, exercise will help.



You can physically see
high cholesterol.



More than half your
bones are located in
your hands and feet.



The strongest muscle
in your body is The
human jaw muscle.



Your sweat is mostly
made up of water.



During hot days drink
something hot to cool
down.



Bananas can help improve your mood.



Optimism may help
you live longer.

Uncover Your Talents
Alina Y6 (Zixuan Zhang)
Q1.Since when did you start drawing? -I started
drawing when I was 9 years old.
-Q2.Why do you draw, and what do you draw? -I
draw because I enjoy it. I mostly draw anime.
-Q3.How much time do you spend drawing per
day? -I spend two hours drawing every day.
-Q4.What is your favourite character? -His name is
Kaneki Ken.
Iulia & Bogdan Y6

Alexia Y6

Bee Day
This year our school celebrated Bee Day for the first
time. It was an amazing day that both students and
teachers enjoyed! Our students had a crafting area,
where they created flowers, bees, and much more! We
all learned a major lesson: bees are very important for
the environment!
Fatima Y7
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